Concerts

Conservatorium holds as centre of musical life in South Australia. The first number on the distinctly intimate programme was a pianoforte solo by Mrs. A. G. James, Miss, a descriptive writing with expression and effect. Mrs. A. G. James was succeeded by Mr. J. H. W. Schubert, who played the second solo on the piano. Mrs. A. G. James' performance was marked by quiet strength and grace, and the audience was extremely happy with the result.

The program was rounded off by Miss M. L. Pedler, who gave a beautiful vocal solo on "The Star-Spangled Banner." Miss M. L. Pedler's performance was marked by a beautiful tone, excellent expression, and a marked command over her voice, her, quite in her own style, and the audience was struck with her performance. The house was filled for this performance, and Miss M. L. Pedler's voice was held up as a model for all singers.

The audience was greatly pleased with the program, and the concert was a great success.

Elder Conservatorium

SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS' CONCERT

There is always a happy touch of professional interest about the audience at one of the students' concerts. At the Conservatorium, and the exclusive concert of the last session was no exception. The great advantage of a study at a conservatorium is that it is a gymnasium of the ear, and the opportunity the students have to test their powers, not only on voice or instrument, but over an audience, is one of the most difficult and yet the most rewarding for the real artist. The concert was held in the main hall, which was filled with the audience, and the performers were greatly pleased with the reception.

Concerts

The concert was opened with a grandiose performance of "The Star-Spangled Banner," and the audience was struck with the beauty of the melody. The performance was marked by a beautiful tone, excellent expression, and a marked command over the voice. Miss M. L. Pedler's voice was held up as a model for all singers. The house was filled for this performance, and Miss M. L. Pedler's voice was held up as a model for all singers.

The audience was greatly pleased with the program, and the concert was a great success.